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Gujarat Government granted Rs.20 Lakhs to Gujarat National Law University under its 
Student Startup and Innovation Policy 

 

 

Gandhinagar, April 01, 2021: Gujarat Government granted Rs.20 Lakhs to Gujarat National Law 
University (GNLU) under its Student Startup and Innovation Policy to promote innovation and 
entrepreneurship among students. 
 
The Government has released this grant after reviewing the utilization data of a similar grant to 
GNLU in 2017.  
 
GNLU established GNLU Legal Incubation Council (GLIC) in 2016 to promote the spirit of 
innovation and entrepreneurship among law students. GLIC has incubated 16 student startups. The 
prominent among them are:  
 
LawBriefs is a legal service platform that prepares a case summary of lengthy judgments to 
understand them easily. LawBriefs has won an award as one of the five best student startups across 
Gujarat under SSIP Policy. It has also won the first prize in The Indian Entrepreneur Summit at 
IIT Kanpur.  
 
The Law Learner attempts to acquaint everyone with the laws in a new way. It organizes certificate 
courses in law subjects, conducts competitions, publishes blogs, and provides internships to law 
students. It has won the National Business Plan Competition "Insight" organized by NMIMS 
Mumbai in 2019. 
 
LexADR is a unique legal service platform that aims to provide solutions to alternative dispute 
resolution mechanisms by creating a complete database of case briefs of all Indian judgments 

relating to ADR and making the decision understandable with Case Tree™️.  
 
Law On Door is a unique training and learning platform to provide the best legal materials and 
information at your doorstep. LOD aims to create a database of online videos on all the law subjects 
for students' convenience.  
 
Legal Intern provides curated and verified contact information of the Lawyers and Judges across 
various forums in the country. The listing also includes area and court of practice, details of the 
Internship Program, eligibility requirements, Ideal time to apply, reviews by former interns, etc. It 
helps law students to find the right internship in line with their long term career goals. 
  



 
 

 

RegMaster is an easy-to-navigate, automatically updated, online tool to help financial technology 
("FinTech") firms understand and keep track of changes to regulations easily, affordably, and 
efficiently.  
 
Criminal Law Review is a website created to assist lawyers, law students, professionals, 
academicians, researchers, and others interested in criminal law. It is the only website that offers 
services solely in the field of criminal law.  
 
"GNLU strives to create diverse opportunities for students so that each student can pursue his long 
term career goals. GNLU Legal Incubation is a step in that direction. GNLU takes pride in being 
the only National Law University in the country to have an incubation council. We are thankful to 
the Government of Gujarat for their support," said GNLU Director Prof (Dr) S. Shanthakumar. 
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